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Rudby Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan

Following consultation the Neighbourhood 
Area was designated on 6th September 2016

The Rudby Parish Council applied to 
Hambleton District Council in May 
2016 to designate the combined 
parishes of Hutton Rudby, Middleton 
on Leven, Rudby and Skutterskelfe as 
a Neighbourhood Area.

A new holistic Neighbourhood Plan 
for this combined area would give the 
communities greater control over 
future development in the parishes in 
relation to:

• where new development goes;

• what sort of development if 
should be; and

• what it should look like.

A Steering Group was formed to aid 
the Parish Council in the summer of 
2016



Consultation Events

A number of consultation events to 
date, including a stand at the Village 
Event - 2nd July 2016, parish-wide 
survey (including residents and 
businesses) and a number of 
workshops .

People genuinely interested in 
protecting and enhancing the Parish 
for the future.

A Neighbourhood Plan must be 
based on a robust and sound 
evidence base.



Vision
Following on from analysing 
your results the following 
Vision has been created for the 
Parish for  to 2035 (same  
timescale as HDC Local Plan):

The Parish will develop, but 
retain its unique identity, and 
be a strong, sustainable rural 
community with a thriving 
village at its heart. The village 
will remain distinct in character 
from nearby market towns and 
suburbs.



Key themes evolved during the analysis of 
information

•Housing & Development
• Environment
• Traffic & Transport
• Services & Facilities
•Parish & Conservation 

Area Design
These themes will form the topics 
for potential planning policies



Next Steps
This is your Plan – therefore 
we need your help to confirm  
the key objectives required to 
deliver this vision for the 
whole Parish

We need your valuable 
feedback today!

We can then move forward to 
create the actual Planning 
Policies which will deliver this 
vision for our Parish



Introduction to Site Selection 
Criteria
• The Rudby Neighbourhood Plan will 

propose sites for new development 
throughout the Parish

• To achieve this all potential sites will 
be ‘rated’ according to a set of criteria 
that you, the residents, will have 
decided upon.

• The site selection criteria will be 
graded in order of importance by you, 
the residents, and overlain by 
mandatory criteria required by law,                                                                                          

and applied to each site.

THEN, provided the Plan complies with local, 
national and EU policy and laws and is agreed by 
over 50% of the voters in a referendum, it carries 
real legal weight and decision makers are obliged 
to consider proposals for development against 
the neighbourhood plan.



Site Selection Criteria…
• … define what residents think is 

most important when assessing 
merits of potential development 
sites (e.g. how many houses per 
site, what location relative to the 
centre of the village/services);

• … should be objective and 
measurable;

• … will be used, alongside 
mandatory criteria, to compare 
possible sites for new dwellings –
resulting in a ranking of sites that 
best meet the residents’ wishes as 
a community.

• From extensive consultation 
with residents;

• Will be ranked in importance by 
residents;

The site(s) that best fit residents’ 
criteria and meet the Plan’s 
obligations will be proposed for 
development in the 
Neighbourhood Plan



Site Selection Criteria…

• No one will be voting for their preference on individual sites 
themselves.

• The process will be open, transparent, objective and not subject 
to individual interest.

• This will ensure that allocations made in the Plan can stand up to 
scrutiny as part of the independent examination and from local 
developers.

• Everyone will have a chance to comment on the final Plan before 
revision and publication of the final Plan.



Examples of criteria used by other 
Neighbourhood Plan Groups…
• Development should favour 

brownfield sites first to improve 
sustainability of the village and 
to preserve the countryside.

• Development should favour sites 
that are contained within or 
border the existing village 
envelope, to ‘round off’ the 
village where possible rather 
than extend into the open 
countryside.

• Development should favour sites 
that can accommodate parking 
within them for residents and 
visitors to avoid overspill onto 
adjacent streets.

• Development should favour sites 
that avoid loss of prime 
agricultural land.

• Development should be in 
keeping with the character of 
the existing village setting.



How will we use the 
criteria?
Sites will need to be scored as a way of 
summarising the assessment findings.  This 
could be done a number of ways, for example:

• Sites could be assessed as ‘more positive’ or 
‘less positive’; or, 

• High/Medium/Low in terms of how they 
perform against the criteria; or,

• Sites can be given a ‘red-amber-green’ traffic 
light scoring, indicating where a site performs 
poorly/well against the criteria;

• Unique option … any thoughts?!



Selection of site selection methodology – Residents 
choice
Example Criteria: Would the development help achieve the vision for the Parish as set 
out in the Neighbourhood Plan?

Positive / Negative Option

• More Positive

• Less Positive

• Neutral

• Negative

• More Negative

High - Low Scale Option
• High

• Medium

• Low

Traffic Light System

• if there is an insurmountable 
constraint (red); 

• performance is average against the 
criteria / some constraints but they 
can be mitigated (amber);

• performs well against the criteria 
(green). 

• Do we need two shades of red / 
green? Or,

• Red ++ / Red + and Green + /

Green ++



Ranking of Sites once assessed

The Sites which perform the best when assessed 
against the:

1. Site Selection Criteria as chosen by the 
community;

2. Mandatory Criteria (e.g. designated sites); 

3. Impact on Heritage Assets; and

4. Potential flood risk.

Will be the ones chosen to go in the Rudby Parish 
Neighbourhood Plan.



And finally…

The PC Steering Group thank you for 
your time this evening and hope that 

you will join us

(and spread the word!) 

at the next Parish Consultation Event 
to determine the site selection 

criteria in July 2017

Thank you!


